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— 
A NOTE FROM 
LIVE DIFFERENT
Thank you for having a Live Different presentation  
at your school! The message of this year’s presentation 
is “Own Your Story”, and it is all about resilience  
and hope, inspiring students with the incredible ability 
that they have to not just bounce back from difficulties, 
but to become stronger and use their story to make  
a difference.

Research on resilience shows that one’s construal, their 
“story”, is a critical factor in their ability to overcome 
and thrive despite setbacks1.

Even more interesting, however, is how dramatically a 
student’s core narratives and mindset can be “edited” 
with extremely brief and simple “nudges”/interventions2, 
resulting in long lasting positive changes. This is why 
we build our school presentations around personal 
storytelling. Even very brief exposure to short stories 
of other people overcoming obstacles can have an 
incredible, long-term impact3 4.

There is a bit of a catch to this however. Research also 
suggests that the effect of these positive stories or 
messages is greatly enhanced when it is internalized 
through reflection and meaning-making5 6.

This is where you come in. The stories or messages 
your students heard in the presentation might have 
sparked something in them. By taking the time to use 
these materials to facilitate further reflection, you will 
be helping to fan that spark into flame, and to turn 
inspiration into lasting change.

We appreciate that the demands on classroom time can 
make such “extra-curricular” activities difficult to fit in, 
so we thank you deeply for your willingness to make an 
important difference in your students’ social-emotional 
growth by utilizing these resources.

— The Team at Live Different
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6  “The Health Benefits of Expressive Writing.” U.S. News & World Report, U.S. News & World Report, 
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Live Different, a Canadian youth 

development charity, aims to engage 

and empower youth in a lifestyle of 

compassion and service.

Your child recently participated in a  

Live Different presentation called  

“Own Your Story”. The theme was all  

about resilience and hope, inspiring 

students with the incredible ability  

that they have to not just bounce  

back from difficulties, but to become 

stronger and to use their story to  

make a difference.

Motivational stories and messages have been proven to have  
the power to prompt important long-lasting changes in students’ 
lives, particularly when they are given the opportunity to  
internalize the messages through personal reflection.

One the reflection activities that the students were given the 
opportunity to do individually and/or in the classroom was the 
“Own Your Story Challenge”, where they can practice reframing  
and finding opportunity for learning and growth within a 
challenging experience. The following at-home activity will help 
reinforce what your child has been learning.

AT-HOME REFLECTION  
ACTIVITY:
1  Watch the “Own Your Story Challege” here:  

http://livedifferent.com/ownyourstory.  
Alternately, below are the question prompts  
from the “Own Your Story Challenge”: 

2  After working through these questions, take a few  
minutes with your child to share what your responses  
and experience were. This will not only help to  
reinforce the important concepts of resilience, but  
can also be a valuable moment of connection with  
your child.

QUESTION #1 
Think of a challenging experience or obstacle that  
you have faced in life. What happened, and how did  
you feel about it?

QUESTION #2 
How did you (or could you) learn, grow,  
or become stronger from this experience?

QUESTION #3 
How could your experience make  
a difference or help others?
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